FIRST TERMINAL EXAMINATION 2076
Grade: XII (Hum.)
Full Marks: 100
Subject: C. English
Time: 3 hrs.
Pass Mark: 40
Candidates are required to give answers in their own words as far as
possible:
1. Read the following passage and answer the questions:
[5×3=15]
The development of the Space Shuttle has dramatically reduced the cost of
sending loads to space. The Shuttle takes off from Earth like the rocket, and
lands again like an aircraft. It can transport not only its own crew, but also
passengers and has a large cargo-hold which is capable of carrying large
satellites or a space laboratory.
Before the Space Shuttle was created, it was necessary to plan trips into space
several years in advance. However, for the rest of the century it should be
possible to make space flights every week or so. Any scientist or engineer
needing to travel into orbit will simply take the next shuttle flight, stay as long as
necessary, and then return at his or her convenience.
It is difficult to imagine the immense opportunities created by the shuttle. One of
the great advantages of having a reusable space vehicle is that it can take one
load after another into orbit. Very large space stations could not be launched in
their complete form directly from Earth, but they could be built piece by piece in
space. The space shuttle is likely to be used as a general ‘workhorse’ for the
rest of this century, and the building of such station in orbit should become
commonplace.
Once these huge orbiting space stations are completed, they are likely to
become the platforms from which hundreds of robot space ships could be
launched cheaply and easily to explore the solar system and to start mining
operations on the Moon. The technology needed for this is already developed
and available. And because of commercial and military pressures to develop
space technology, it is likely that governments will be increasingly willing to start
extensive programmes of space engineering, exploration and research.
One future development could be the setting up of completely artificially
constructed space colonies. According to a growing number of experts, it is
already technically feasible to construct a pioneering space colony, powered by
solar energy. This colony would be self-sufficient, and would also allow its
inhabitants to conduct further space engineering projects and build more
colonies as they were needed. An American scientist, Dr. Gerard O’Neill of
Princeton University, has predicted that a space colony capable of supporting
10,000 humans could be set up well within few decades. The materials for such
a colony would have to be shipped up from Earth using the space shuttle.
According to Dr. O’Neill, further space colonies, which could house perhaps ten
million people each, could be constructed during the twenty-first century. These

would not be made from earth materials, but would get their raw materials from
the Moon.
Questions:
a. Why couldn’t a complete space station be launched directly from the
earth?
b. What is its main use likely to be over the next 2 decades?
c. What is the difference between a space station and a space colony, and
what will each be used for?
d. Why do you think space colonies will eventually be constructed from moon
rather than earth materials?
e. Why are governments likely to invest large amounts of money in space
programmes?
2. Continue the remarks below as shown in the example.
[5]
Ex. I can't get to sleep.
This is the first time I've ever slept in a tent.
I've never flown at night before.
a. I can't eat any more.
b. My hands are hurting real bad.
c. My feet are killing me.
d. She's feeling terribly nervous.
e. I hope they have reached home.
3. Rewrite the sentences below beginning with ' if there's one thing...........[5]
a. People who smoke in restaurants annoy me.
b. I hate people who spit in the street.
c. I detest people who interrupt when I working.
d. People who are cruel to animals upset me.
e. People who break promises make me angry.
4. Complete the se sentences as it is in the example.
[5]
Ex.- I ordered a taxi for ten to eight , but........
......it didn't come for half an hour.
..... it was half an hour before it came.
a. I wrote to my mother by airmail, but in fact..... [two weeks]
b. I intend to have an early night but as it happened.... [mid-night]
c. I said he could borrow the record for a few days. but........ [six weeks]
d. It was supposed to be short meeting, but............. [three hours]
e. She set us some homework for Monday, but as I was away for the
weekend.............. [Tuesday]
5. Report the following remarks, beginning. He told me............
[5]
a. The children are playing well.
b. I was not invited to the party.
c. I repair my motor cycle.
d. You have not done all your assignments.
e. The workers look as if they have not eaten for days.
6. Rewrite the following sentences below using must , can't or may/might: [5]
a. I'm sure she has been studying hard.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

b. Perhaps they're living in Ilam.
c. Maybe we're winning the game.
d. I'm sure they're not our friends.
e. Perhaps she was not writing a letter.
How would you describe a person who.......
[5]
Ex.- .............gives away a lots of money.
– generous
a. ............never loses his temper.
b. ............... expects good things to happen.
c. ............. likes to go to parties.
d. .............. only thinks about himself/herself
e. ................ doubts what you tell him
Write a short description of a person whom the security personnel are
searching in connection with a crime.
[5]
You have taken part in a programme held in a college. You feel completely
different than usual. Make a short note about it.
[5]
Write an essay on ' Visit Nepal-2020' in about 300 words:
[10]
Apply for the position of an Receptionist that has fallen vacant in a ABC
Company. State your age, qualification, experience etc. to The Director of ABC
Company Kathmandu.
[10]
Answer any five questions:
[ 5×3=15]
a. How does the poet feel toward his grandmother? (Grandmother)
b. Why did Gretel show her hatred feeling towards her brother and father?
(Gretel)
c. Why does Moti Nissani think that deforestation is a major problem? [Two
long-term problem.....]
d. How does the poet do justice to the two realities of life? [Travelling through
the Dark]
e. Explain the title of the poem “The Lamentation of the Old Pensioner”.
f. What are the central idea of the poem Full Fathom Five Thy Father Lies ?
Answer any one question:
[10×1=10]
a. Write a paragraph or two to show how Karnali is linked economically with
the lowland regions to the south. [ Hurried Trip to Avoid a Bad Star]
b. Sketch the character of Alyohin. Do you consider him a successful or a
failure person? Explain.
The End
Happy Dashain
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1. Critically explain Marshall’s Welfare definition of economics.
[10]
2. State and explain the law of diminishing marginal utility. What are its
limitations?
[10]
3. What is rural economy? Explain its characteristics.
[10]
4. Explain the causes and consequences of rapid population growth in Nepal.
[10]
5. Explain the causes and consequences of migration in Nepal.
[10]
6. Explain the problems of agricultural diversification in Nepal. What
measures do you suggest for promoting agricultural diversification in
Nepal?
[10]
7. Explain the causes of rural poverty in Nepal.
[10]
8. What are the characteristics of rural poor in Nepal?
[10]
9. Explain the importance of rural cottage industry in Nepal.
[10]
10. Write short notes on:
[5 ×2 = 10]
a. Movement along the demand curve.
b. Economic linkage between rural and urban areas.
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1. Answer any one question.
[10]
a. Discuss the various symbols used in the Novel "The Great Gatsby".
b. Critically discuss The Great Gatsby as a satire on the American society
of the 1920s.
2. Answer any three of the following questions.
[15]
a. Why is the "Valley of the Ashes" important in the novel?
b. Who were present in the funeral of Jay Gatsby? Why?
c. Write the role of Nick Carraway in The Great Gatsby.
d. What is the intention of Gatsby behind his weekend party?
3. Answer any one question.
[10]
a. Describe the nature of the conflict in the story "The Use of Force".
b. Who do you think is in trouble Dr. Kirilov or Aboguin? Why? (Enemies)
4. Answer any three of the following questions.
[15]
a. Describe the world of "In Another Country". What is your own view?
b. Do you think Mrs. Stoner is a valiant woman? Describe in brief. (The
Valliant Woman)
c. Explain the central theme of the story "The Jar".
d. What are the feelings of the lieutenant after losing his hands? (An
episode of War)
5. Answer any one question.
[10]
a. Describe the circumstances of Bartley's death. (Riders to the Sea)
b. Narrate the series of changes in the attitude of Natalia towards Lomov.
(A Marriage Proposal)
6. Answer any three of the following questions.
[15]
a. Why does Maurya empty the cup of holy water and put it down
inverted? (Riders to the Sea)
b. No man at all can be living forever, and we must be satisfied. Explain
with reference to the drama "Riders to the Sea".
c. What is the purpose of Lomov's visit?
d. Why did Sinister read the letter to Matron? (Lord Byron’s Love Letter)
7. Answer any one question.
[10]
a. How does the poet present a more realistic and spiritual view of his wife
in the poem "She was a Phantom of Delight".
b. Write a critical appreciation of the poem "Lady Clare".
8. Answer any three of the following questions.
[15]
a. What is the poem "To the Moon" about?
b. What does Tiger represent in the poem "Tiger"?
c. Define sonnet, simile, and metaphor with example.
d. How does Shakespeare immortalize his lady love?
Best of Luck
Happy Bijaya Dashami 2076
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1. List out the features and steps of feature writing. Present any one
example.
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1. List out the features and steps of feature writing. Present any one
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2. Who are the feature article writers and columnists? List out their qualities.
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3. Write the similarities and dissimilarities between Radio Magazine and
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4. List out the types of documentary and explain each of them in brief.
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1. Columnists are the opinion builder or agenda maker. How?
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2. How can we develop a good feature articles?
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3. List out the advantages of feature articles for newspaper.
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4. Define the term “Radio Magazine”. Prepare a sample of Radio Magazine.
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5. What do you mean by script writing?
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6. Radio feature is different than the other programs. How?
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7. List out the four roles of a sub-editor.
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Short answer questions.
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3. Write about the development of radio in Nepal.
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5. What do you mean by live reporting? Write in brief.
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Group “ A”
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1. How can you prepare charcoal? And how do you fix it in your own work?
Discuss.
2. Which types of medium do you like most for your paintings? Give your own
reasons.
Group “B”
3 x 5=15
1. Write an essay on the meaning and origin of art.
2. In ancient time how did people use eraser? Discuss.
3. Why drawing board is most important for art students? Give your own
reason.
4. Define the meaning of ‘Method ’‘Technique’ and ‘Style ‘.
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Group “A”
Attempt any two questions.
[2 ×12 = 24]
1. Define sociology and anthropology. Describe its importance in Nepal.
2. What is migration? Mention the migration condition of the people in
the mountain, hills and terai region.
3. What are the major processes of socio-cultural change in Nepal?
Explain in detail.
Group "B"
Attempt any seven questions.
[7 × 8 = 56]
4. Describe some bases of existing subsistence in Nepalese society.
5. Describe the commercial production system in Nepal.
6. What do you mean by nationhood? Discuss the bases of national
integration in Nepal.
7. Write short notes on medieval economic system in Nepal.
8. Discuss about the social and cultural integration.
9. Trace out the population distribution by caste/ethnicity in Nepali
society.
10. What is social stratification? How is Nepali society stratified on the
basis of gender?
11. What do you mean by social-cultural change? What are the different
causes to resist change?
12. What are the sectors of gradual change seen in Nepalese society?
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